Common Platform Enumeration — CPE™
A Structured Naming Scheme for IT Systems, Platforms, and Packages
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Solution
Developed specifically to work with specification languages, CPE provides:
■■ A standard machine-readable format
for encoding names of IT products and
platforms.
■■

cpe.mitre.org

A set of procedures for comparing
names.

The MITRE Corporation maintains CPE’s public Web site
presence and provides impartial technical guidance to the
CPE Community throughout the process to ensure CPE
serves the public interest.

Names. Its main purposes are to:
■■ Provide a canonical source for all
known CPE Names.
■■

Bind descriptive metadata (such as a
title and notes) to a CPE Name.

■■

Bind diagnostic tests (such as an automated check to determine if a given
platform matches the name) to a CPE
Name.
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